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Gateway Drug
Oliver Harris

Call Me Burroughs called to me at first sight, with its spectral image on the front cover staring
out of an inky void of interstellar space, and its back cover with its avant-garde liner notes in
French as well as English. And what esoteric French! Jean-Jacques Lebel drops in references to
‘la machine célibataire’ and ‘l’anus solaire,’ as if Duchamp and Bataille were far too familiar to
bother naming. As for what was on the inside, Emmet Williams got right to the point of the
album: ‘His voice is terrifyingly convincing.’ Hearing it, you realize: Burroughs weaponized
fiction. After this, other writers suddenly became just words on paper to me and have
remained so ever since.
But the call of Burroughs didn’t reach me via the 1965 vinyl album itself. I first heard the siren
song and fell in with Burroughs thanks to a couple of bootleg cassette tapes handed to me
in 1982. A pair of Perspex boxes with homemade cardboard fillers, they were decorated with
halves of a hand-coloured image of Burroughs in glasses, tie, jacket, and trilby hat, taken by
François Lagarde in 1978 (left). On the reverse sides of the bisected images were fragments
of his 1962 essay ‘The Future of the Novel,’ so that my bootlegged tapes of Call Me Burroughs
were, like all his works, a time machine made of cut-up words, images and recorded voice.
I was given these tapes by C. P. Lee, nowadays a lecturer at Salford University, but, back in
the late seventies and eighties, the charismatic frontman of the Manchester satirical rock
band, Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. Fresh out of school and star struck, I didn’t know what
to make of excerpts from Naked Lunch and Nova Express, but I’d seen how Burroughs’ name
covertly permeated my hometown music scene as much as the spliffs and hot knives. It’s
worth remembering that in those days, long before the Internet, this is how word was passed
around, via bootlegged cassettes handed from those in the know, the cult cognoscenti, to new
initiates. This was just before The Man Himself materialized in Manchester to do his ‘Final
Academy’ turn at the Hacienda, and turned on a new generation.
So music was the gateway drug to the hard stuff, the Real Thing, and if I’ve preserved the
cassettes for thirty years, long after I had a machine to play them, it’s because they suggested
an inside connection to secret, otherworldly knowledge. This is what makes Jim Pennington’s
discovery of the backstory to the cover of Call Me Burroughs so perfect: the other dimension
turns out to be this world after all, and the photo that might have been taken at night on one
of the moons of Jupiter was in fact snapped one afternoon in mid-Wales. The secret is that
there is no secret, for those with the eyes to see and the ears to hear — or as Burroughs put it:
Only those for whom the knowledge is intended will find it ...
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The Hardiment Suitcase
Jim Pennington

Harriet Crowder was born on 31 August 1933 in Birmingham. She studied photography at
Guildford School of Art in the mid-1950s and went on to work as a freelance photographer for
Ken Garland Associates on Galt Toys projects. In 1964, she signed Garland’s First Things First,
a design manifesto calling for designers, photographers and what today are called ‘creatives’
to resist the lure of ‘high pressure consumer advertising’ and instead devote themselves to
utilitarian and educational projects. Crowder later became a medical photographer, retiring
in 1993 after working for twenty years at the Hammersmith Hospital neutron therapy centre
run by Dr Mary Catterall and the Medical Research Council. She lives in Barnes, London.
In 1958, Crowder met a man called Melville Hardiment. He had seen her running for the
number 13 bus and flagged it down for her. They were married in 1960 and divorced in 1969.
Melville Hardiment (1915–1996) left school at fifteen and was told by his mother to join
the army. He was stationed in India and in Burma. After a march through jungle to escape
Japanese forces, evading capture just outside Singapore, he and five others were taken on
a fishing boat to Java and thence, via Australia, back to the UK. In 1944, taking part in the
Normandy landings, he was the only survivor in his platoon. The poem he wrote in an effort
to exorcise the experience regularly appears in anthologies of war poetry. After the war, his
life was punctuated by freelance radio commissions, teaching jobs, poetry publishing, five
wives and nine children. He founded a magazine called Antiphon, dedicated to encouraging
creative writing in secondary schools. Lack of funds and an outspoken subversiveness meant
it only managed four of the ten issues it had promised its subscribers. Among his freelance
work was a programme about drug addiction in England and one about ex-patriate writers
in Paris. This is how he met and became, for a year or so at least, a friend of the writer William
Burroughs.
The programme on drugs was never broadcast, ‘kyboshed’, Hardiment wrote to Burroughs
(31 October 1961), for supposedly encouraging people to become addicts. Besides, because
there were so few addicts at the time, the BBC did not consider them a pressing problem
or their culture interesting. Hardiment claimed, ‘the big shots at Broadcasting House are
shitting their pants and dead scared to put the thing over the air’ (letter to Burroughs, 26
September 1961). Nonetheless, Hardiment was able to use the material he had recorded in the
form of a pamphlet published as a supplement to the magazine Axle Quarterly (edited by Alan
Blaikley, Ken Howard and Paul Overy). Hardiment’s Hooked, with photographs by Harriet
Crowder, was the fifth in the series ‘Axle Spokes’ that dealt with ‘socially important issues’
such as sexuality, drugs and pop culture.
I remember reading in a book catalogue about some William Burroughs items cited as
originating ‘from the Hardiment Suitcase’. Harriet told me she remembered the holdall
Burroughs had left behind in their car after a trip to Worcester to visit her parents. She still
had some photographs from the journey. I’d met Melville Hardiment in 1977 and he’d
shown me an interview he’d done with Burroughs in 1960 and an essay he’d written about
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Burroughs and the Paris scene. He didn’t mention the visit to Harriet’s parents, the suitcase or
what was in it, or the fact that Harriet had photographed an interview session he’d set up the
same year with Burroughs, Clancy Sigal, Patrick Bowles, Silvio Yeschua and Tom Kremer.

between them. Unusually, this set of photos contains a series of close-up shots of Burroughs without
his glasses on, looking directly to camera. Harriet told me why: ‘We wanted to see the effect on his
pupils of the drug he had taken.’ It seems the session was not just a cosy literary salon, but a Sunday
afternoon drug experiment as well. This aspect of the meeting is confirmed by Kremer, and, although
denied by Yeschua, might explain Burroughs’ reference in a letter to Brion Gysin (17 May 1961): ‘Mr
Melville Hardiment and Mr Kramer (sic) set me up I think in that LSD session when old pal Mel took
photos and recordings and Kramer interrogated me with a toasting fork.’ The woman behind the
camera apparently having slipped his recall.

In the course of his friendship with Burroughs, Hardiment helped Burroughs meet a copy
deadline for a crime magazine article entitled ‘A Day in the Life of a Junky’ (they split the fee),
he arranged a meeting in Bristol with the neurophysiologist and robotician Dr W. Grey Walter
(1910–1977) of the Burden Institute after they had gone together to hear the scientist lecture
on ‘The Neurophysiological Aspects of Hallucinations and Illusory Experience’ and he drove
Burroughs around the country on weekend trips so the American could get a taste of what it
was like outside of London.
Melville and Harriet travelled on the number 13 as far as Camden Town, where Melville got
off to catch the 29. They made a date to meet the following week at the ICA in Dover Street.
The relationship strengthened despite Harriet’s parents’ concerns. ‘Haven’t you met any
doctors in London yet?’ was her mother’s most frequent question after ‘Has Melville got a
proper job yet?’ In an attempt to mollify her parents’ disapproval Harriet suggested, on one
of their drives around the country, that they (Melville, Burroughs and she) should pass by
Worcester to have tea with her parents. ‘Everyone be on best behaviour, please.’ And they
were. On the way through Brecon, they stopped for a break in front of the Bethel Calvinist
Methodist Church. It was an irresistible shot: in that almost blinding midday sun, framing
Burroughs under the arch of a dark alley. Just as irresistible had been the graffiti scrawled on
the alley wall and the sunlight reflected back up into his face from the ground.
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Photographs by Harriet Crowder, 1960
1 Man Standing at Bethel Square, Lion Street, Brecon, Wales
image size 1030 × 1030 mm, sheet size 1100 × 1105 mm
edition: 7 copies + 3 artist’s proofs, 2015

2 Portrait of a Man
That was the summer of 1960. Harriet and Melville married on 29 October and honeymooned
in Paris for a week. Melville combined the honeymoon with his project on ex-patriate writers.
They stayed in the Hotel Tournon, the haunt of well-heeled writers like James Jones and
Chester Himes. Not far way was Mme Rachou’s no-star hotel, the ruck-sackers paradise in Git
le Coeur known later as the Beat Hotel. There they met and photographed Brion Gysin and
Sinclair Beiles. They also visited Maurice Girodias in his Olympia offices further down the
street. Girodias was impressed by Harriet’s work, especially the picture of Burroughs against
the graffitied wall and later used it in the first issue of the magazine Olympia (1962). There, the
cropped photo appeared next to work-in-progress fragments from Burroughs’ Nova Express.

image size 510 × 510 mm, sheet size 600 × 605 mm
edition: 7 copies + 3 artist’s proofs, 2015

3 9 photographs
contact sheet, 3 strips of 3 ‘6 × 6’ black and white negatives

4 10 photographs
contact sheet, 3 strips of 3 and one single ‘6 × 6’ black and white negative

Printed Matter
5 ‘On The End Of Every Fork’, review by Anthony Burgess of Naked Lunch

While the Brecon wall shot surfaced again — notably alongside Anthony Burgess’ review in
The Guardian of the 1964 Calder edition of Naked Lunch, and on the cover of the LP Call Me
Burroughs, variously un- or misattributed and without Harriet’s knowledge – the photos she
took at the interview session sank into the archive until 2014 when I printed the transcript
and Melville’s memoir of the Paris scene.

London: The Guardian, 20 November 1964, p. 9

6 Call Me Burroughs
LP record, 310 × 310 mm, Paris: The English Bookshop, 1965

7 Burroughs, Pelieu, Kaufman: Textes
The interview pictures, apparently taken in the same flat where the Hooked shooting-up shots
were staged, show Burroughs seated in an armchair in a room with the American writer
Clancy Sigal and three other men: the Beckett-translator Patrick Bowles, a student of French
literature Silvio Yeschua and the board game inventor Tom Kremer. Before the interview
started, they listened to a recording of Burroughs reading from the work-in-progress for Nova
Express emanating from the large reel-to-reel tape recorder (on loan from the BBC) standing
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pamphlet, 165 × 203 mm, London: Axle Publications, 1963
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1 Man Standing at Bethel Square, Lion Street, Brecon, Wales, 1960
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2 Portrait of a Man, 1960
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3 9 photographs
contact sheet, 3 strips of three ‘6 × 6’ black and white negatives
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contact sheet, 3 strips of three and one single ‘6 × 6’ black and white negative
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5 ‘On The End Of Every Fork’, review of The Naked Lunch by Anthony Burgess
London: The Guardian, 20 November 1964, p. 9
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